NOTES OF SOUTH EASTERN OUTCOMES STEERING GROUP
10th May 2012 at 2.00 pm
Ballymote Community Centre

Present:

Anne Hardy, Una Geelan, Pip Jaffa, Siobhan Slavin, Yvonne Davidson,
Michael Murray, Kelvin Doherty, Maurice Leeson, Theresa Brady, Ralston
Perera, Mabel Scullion, Clare-Marie Dixon and Annie Armstrong

Apologies:

Marian Robertson, Dawn Shaw, Jason White, Ian Sutherland, Jacqui
McGarvey, Gillian Gibson and Denis Paisley.

Agenda Item

Brief Description

Action

Noted as above.
1. Apologies

2. Notes of meeting

Agreed as an accurate record, subject to
amendment as detailed below.
Amended required at the top of page 4
(amended form of words to be sent by
Maurice Leeson).
a) Asked for expressions of interest for cochair post.
b) NESTA – Nesta.org.uk looking at
developing good ideas. Keen to get them to
come to NI. IS will make contact and
facilitate them coming to NI. Michael will
download report and attach to notes when
they are circulated.

3. Consultation Action
Plan

Anne Hardy/Una Geelan fed back on the
comments made. UG fed back on the
consultation, 17 responses from SE Trust.
Lots of positive responses. Some general
responses led to areas for improvement,
some responses from organisation in respect
of their areas of interest. Some of the issues
raised may be taken up regionally
The 31/5/12 is the deadline for production of
the Action Plan. It was agreed that all present
would meet on the 24th May and work to
develop the Action Plan. This would be
circulated to the wider steering group for
comment. Anne advised that all to go to
CYPSPC in June for endorsement.
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MM to
download report
and circulate to
group, including
Gerry Conway.
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Brief Description
It was greed that work would focus on the 3
high level priorities, and would need to
encompass some work on,
Achieving and learning - need for parenting,
good engagement with parents.
Healthy – smoking in pregnancy
Living in Safety and stability – Domestic
Violence, and need to develop additional
support.
Regional sub groups just writing AP’s and
they will go to consultation.
Website launched 21/3/12. Sections for
documents, minutes, data, links to Colin and
Resurgum. On website, there is ability to look
in depth at data on specific indicators and
compare with rest of NI, but also changes
over time. AH maybe suggested Valerie to
come to next steering group and give a more
detailed talk about what the website can do.

4. CYPSP Update

Met 21st March, with presentation from
Belfast outcomes group. Presentation from
Maurice and Helen about Hub and their
development. Well established regionally,
moving into Belfast Trust.
Work ongoing to map service provision for
early intervention. New group set up for
integrated planning and commissioning, led
by I Hannaway from Banbridge District
Council.
Parenting NI has been supporting Parenting
Forums being set up in groups, Alison
McNulty from Parenting NI will be coming to
next meeting to explain.
A meeting has been set up from Community
reps from Outcomes group. Locality group
chairs will meet on 10th September.
Pip Jaffa, raised the issue of information and
how this is disseminated. Can we feed back
from this group to the partnership? Anna H
responded that there is stuff be developed,
but work is underway to develop newsletters
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5. Updates form locality
Groups

Brief Description

Action

and methods of communication across and
between regional and local groups. Anne
asked the steering group for feedback on
what works well.
a). Employed National Child Bureau to do
portfolio of recommended interventions, also
performance mgt tool and also evaluation on
how the programme is managed. Will be
shared at some stage in the future. Some
issues raised included lack of evidence of
impact, strategic planning and duplication of
effort.
b) Colin area. Annie Armstrong advised that
in the week commencing 26/3/12, 5,000
houses targeted, and had received a pack on
early intervention, finished on the Thursday,
and actually dealt with 6,500. This work will
be followed up with work in schools and with
parents.
b) Mabel Scullion fed back on the work in the
Lisburn area, report due end of May, bulk of
work done, quite interesting on educational
outcomes, quite stark in some areas.
Interesting discussion took place on the
balance between outputs and outcomes and
what is done, what is measured and what has
been asked for. Does our group seek to set
outcomes focus as our goal?
c) Anne Hardy and Jason White will develop
template to gauge what partnerships exist in
North Down and Ards.

6. Family Support Hubs

Maurice Leeson presented a very
comprehensive summary report, setting
background and context. Explained that this
is a part of Early Intervention. Maurice that he
is part of a hub development group that is
seeking to learn and establish best practice.
Hubs should be around 80% similar, moving
toward consistency and uniformity across the
region.
Trying to develop coordination, early
intervention, improving access and meeting
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AH and JW to
develop map of
services/partner
ships in NDA
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unmet need.
Discussion took place on CIPS and the role
that family support hubs play in fulfilling.
Maurice advised the group about the regional
workshop which is to take place on the 3rd
July.
Annie Armstrong asked about the governance
and constitution of the hubs, Maurice
answered about the need to develop a
mechanism to refresh membership and get
the balance right.

7. Early Intervention

Covered in the course of the meeting

8. Regional Specialty

Covered in the course of the meeting

9. TYC

Ralston explained about what the Trust is
doing in relation to delivering work to meet
the recommendation of Transforming Your
Care. He also advised that there is a specific
project under Children’s Service, aimed at
delivering locality based outcomes focused
work for Children and young people.

10. AOB

Pip referred to the seminar on, Improving
Children’s Lives, check the CYPSP website
for date and venue. There will be 6 other
seminars, with the next one in September.

11. Dates of meetings

Thursday 16th August 2012 at 2.00 pm –
venue to be advised.
Thursday 8th November 2012 at 2.00 pm –
Laganview Conference Centre.
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